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MORE GIRL ON ZOMBIE SWORD FIGHTING ACTION IN 
ONECHANBARA™: BIKINI SAMURAI SQUAD™ FOR THE XBOX 360® 

CAMBRIDGE – August 05, 2008 – The zombie infestation spreads to the Xbox 360® video game

and entertainment  system from Microsoft  as D3Publisher  (D3P) announces  Onechanbara™:
Bikini  Samurai  Squad™.  The videogame features Aya and Saki,  sisters  with  a  passion for

obliterating zombies, and an equal enthusiasm for showing off their assets, as they battle hordes

of enemies in their skimpiest outfits in an effort to save their city. Bikini Samurai Squad will ship

to retail stores at the same time as Onechanbara™: Bikini Zombie Slayers™ for Wii™ in early

2009, giving gamers two complete stories of the long-awaited Onechanbara series, famous for its

iconic bikini-clad characters and heart-pounding third-person action.

Onechanbara: Bikini Samurai Squad (For Xbox 360)
In  Onechanbara: Bikini Samurai Squad, Aya, a descendent of the family known as IMICHI,

meaning blood that goes out of control, reconciles with her sister Saki and live together in peace

for a while. But the peace doesn’t last for long as an infestation of zombies plague the city. The

sisters join together to draw their swords and rid the city of evil. Gamers can play with a friend in

Co-op Mode or switch between any of the three beautiful playable characters in single player.

Each character has a variety of unique moves that can be mastered during combat to destroy

enemy zombies. Get too much blood on either sister and be driven into Rage Mode and gain

more power and agility to destroy enemies faster and deadlier. 

Onechanbara: Bikini Zombie Slayers (For Wii)
Onechanbara: Bikini Zombie Slayers is the sequel to Onechanbara: Bikini Samurai Squad.

In the videogame, Aya is out to find the meaning of her IMICHI ancestors, even if it leads to the

answer she does not wish for. Players can master the sword to take full advantage of the Wii

Remote™ motion controls by slashing, swinging and thrusting into zombie enemy hordes. Play as

either sister Aya or Saki in single player or with a friend in Co-Op Mode and utilize each of their

unique fighting styles and set of moves . Get too much blood on either sister and be driven into



Rage Mode and gain  more power and agility  to  destroy enemies faster  and deadlier.  Every

person met and enemy battled gets the sisters closer to understanding who or what is behind the

zombie outbreak and putting an end to it.
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